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"IF YOU HAVE GOOD THOUGHTS THEY WILL SHINE OUT OF YOUR FACE LIKE SUNBEAMS AND 

YOU WILL ALWAYS LOOK LOVELY" 

Dear Parents & Grandparents 

Hope you had a good week! 

We would like to start off our newsletter by welcoming Miri and her family into TLC!  

This week's sedra is Bamidbor which we told the children contained a lot of counting in it when Hashem 

counted the Bnei Yisroel.  

Monday:  To start our busy week we have a birthday to celebrate! HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO RAFI! Wishing       

               

you a life full of promise and the best in the world for you and a BIG MAZEL TOV for turning 2! Thank you 

sweetie for bringing in birthday cake to share with your little friends! Love from all of us at TLC X  

As usual, to start off our week we listen attentively to what your little ones got up to.... 

"It's my Mummy's birthday. I painted Princess Ariel for Mama. When it dried I went to school with Yoni. 

Then I came back home and Uncle Yoni dropped me to Danny's. Then I got a present because I ate all my 

porridge up!" WELL DONE PRINCESS, PORRIDGE MAKES YOU STRONG! HAPPY BIRTHDAY SHELI FROM 

ALL OF US AT TLC! - Noa 

"I went to the park and it had jumping things. I jumped with my scooter. I falled off! There was a scratch 

on my hand. I forgot to put a plaster on.  I saw you (Becky) and Brandon and we said "HI" I was really 

excited to see you and Brandon! WE WERE BOTH SO EXCITED TO SEE YOU TOO SWEETIE! - Jake S 

" I did go out with Asher. I did go swimming.  I showed Mummy and Daddy how to doggy paddle. I 

kicked my legs.  I got out the swimming pool and I wear a towel.  Peppa Pig is on my arm bands!" ONE 

DAY WE THINK YOU MAY BE A SWIMMING CHAMPION PRINCESS! - Ava 
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"I went swimming too with my Daddy. I swimmed like a dolphin and I was laughing because I was 

swimming like a dolphin! YOU MAKE US LAUGH TO SWEETIE! - Benji 

"I went on Friday in the car to go home. Mummy driving!" SWEETIE...AMAZING TALKING! - Sam Sam 

"I went to Shul. I hold the Torah and sing the Torah songs.  Daddy was at big Shul and I was at the 

children's service with Mummy" THAT'S LOVELY SWEETIE! - Maya 

"I went to the dance. I was dancing. I was dancing upstairs with Gadi" WOW SWEETIE...WHAT A GREAT 

DEMONSTRATION TO YOUR CLASS SHOWING US YOUR DANCE MOVES! - Yoav 

SUCH LOVELY STORIES CHILDREN!  

"Last week we conducted an experiment to show the children why it is important to give flowers the 

correct amount of water to grow beautifully. So today, following last week’s sedra we conducted another 

experiment called the "Rain cloud science experiment". It's a super little experiment that teaches children  

                

about clouds and rain. It's an experiment that explains the concept of rain as a visual representation. A 

glass jar was filled, leaving about an inch from the rim. The children then added a layer of shaving cream 

to the water. The shaving cream represents a cloud and the water is the atmosphere. Then the children 

took in turns to add a few drops of blue food colouring to the shaving cream. The weight of the food 

colouring starts to push through the shaving cream and fall down through the water that's in the glass!  

       

CHILDREN WHAT GREAT CONCENTRATION YOU ALL SHOWED DURING THIS LOVELY EXPERIMENT! 

WELL DONE! 

 

This will look just like streaks of rain water 

falling! Whilst doing the experiment we used 

simple and familiar language so that the 

children could make a connection between 

what is happening in the experiment to what 

they see in their own environment! "WHEN 

YOU LOOK UNDERNEATH IT LOOKS LIKE A 

REAL CLOUD WITH REAL RAIN COMING OUT 

OF IT!" What a great observation by Ava!  
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The children planted their own little seed pots today to take home for Shavuos! A great activity that they 

all love doing and it's so important to get children growing! It's such an inexpensive and fulfilling activity 

for children to gain a better understanding of how nature and the world around us works and to  

                  

understand that plants need water and light to live and grow. We went a bit further and explained whilst 

visually showing them a real flower, that the water is taken up by the stem and that the leaves gather the 

light! WOW CHILDREN, WHAT A BUSY DAY! BUT SO INTERESTING AND SO MUCH FUN!  

Tuesday: How lucky are we as we have yet another birthday celebration at nursery! HAPPY 2ND 

BIRTHDAY TO YAKIRA! Here's a wish for happiness, and many dreams come true. Not only on your special  

                   

day, but always, all life through! Thank you for sharing your birthday cake with your friends! Love from us 

all at TLC! X  

As Shavuos is nearing what a great reason to make yummy cheesecake!!! The children loved crushing the 

biscuits and working alongside one another pouring and mixing! Involving children in baking and making 

recipes is not only so rewarding for them but they build basic maths skills by doing something as simple  

               

as counting eggs or pouring water into a measuring jug. We always read the recipe to the children to 

introduce new words to their vocabulary and promote literacy and following the steps of a recipe with the 
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children promotes good listening skills. GOOD JOB CHILDREN!  

Wednesday: What an exciting day! Today we had fire officers visit our nursery with their fire engine! Most 

of the children had an opportunity to spray water from their hose with the support of an officer. They got  
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onboard the fire engine and listened so well when one of the officers gave the children an explanation of 

what some of the tools were used for! Once on board, another officer showed the children the fire helmet 

and the heavy uniform they must wear. Unfortunately, the crew had an emergency call out whilst they 

were with us and of course they had to quickly pack up, so not all the children had the opportunities to 

spray water or sit on board the fire engine and some of the children felt a little shy and didn't want to 

spray the water with the fire officer. The crew all waved goodbye from onboard their fire engine, sounded  

    

the siren and off they went! WHAT A FANTASTIC AND EXCITING OPPORTUNITY THIS WAS FOR THE 

CHILDREN!  

"I sprayed the water on a big fire! A big axe in the fire truck. It was a big axe to break the glass in a big 

fire!" GREAT UNDERSTANDING AND LISTENING JAKE S! 

Thursday: Today we arranged for the children to go downstairs into the Shul for Rabbi Dovid 

Tuggendhaft to show the children the Torah! Rabbi Tuggendhaft explained to the children that the Torah 

is a very special present that Hashem gave to the Jewish people. The children were absolutely amazing  

             

listeners and Rabbi Tuggendhaft was very, very impressed with them! He explained to the children that 

the special curtain that the Torah sits behind is kissed before closing and gave the opportunity to the 

children to do this! HE WAS SO VERY IMPRESSED WITH THEIR BEHAVIOUR THAT HE GAVE EACH ONE A 

LOLLY! WELL DONE CHILDREN! 

Le Francais avec Les Enfants...Lots of old favorites today, featuring the 'pont d'Avignon', 'Colin mon petit 

Frere', the luckless 'Alouette', and the ever-lazy "Frere Jacques", all aired in advance of the forthcoming 

newcomer, a lazy miller who might just prevent a terrible accident if we wake him up in time! SO MUCH 

FUN CHILDREN! 
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Friday: Shabbos Mummy & Daddy today are: Ava & Yoav 

 

Enjoy your long weekend and good Shabbos! 

The TLC Team 

Tracy, Becky, Paulette, Naomi, Megan, Irene, Nikki and Shvut 

 

GALLERY EXTRA  

 


